GRIFform Innovations®

In Healthcare
GRIFform Innovations® Bath Pod made of DuPont™ Corian® for use in areas that require sanitizing and decontamination in your facility.

Easy to assemble and install components and Bath Pod system.
Use GRIFform Innovations® **Wall Cladding** made of DuPont™ Corian® to help infection control during everyday hospital operations and minimize risk during times of health crisis.

Therapeutic environments that provide patient-centered designs can reduce stress and promote healing.
Use GRIFform Innovations® **Window Sills** made of DuPont™ Corian® to reduce stress and promote healing by creating a more pleasant, comfortable, and supportive environment for patients and staff. 

Colors previously considered “too bright for healthcare settings,” are now thought to be vital therapeutic tools that directly promote healing.
Control the spread of cross-infection with GRIFform Innovations®

**Privacy Partitions** made of DuPont™ Corian®

The implementation and maintenance of cleaning regimes become much easier with Corian®.
GRIFform Innovations® Grab Bars made of DuPont™ Corian® meet both the stringent safety specifications of the health-care industry as well as the aesthetic demands of health-care designers.
GRIFform Innovations® Baby Bath made of DuPont™ Corian® provides a safe ergonomic design for staff to effectively and efficiently work.

Safely cradles the infant for it’s first gentle washes.
To better service the healthcare environment, GRIFform Innovations® offers a **Trench Drain Shower Floor** made of DuPont™ Corian®.

Certified by NAHB Research Center.
GRIFform Innovations® provides **Barrier Free Pans** made of DuPont™ Corian® that are ADA compliant and certified by NAHB.

Long recognized as a material of choice for baths and showers, Corian® provides a nonporous, easy-to-clean surface.
GRIFform Innovations® Shower Walls made of DuPont™ Corian® offer a solution to water damage caused when using tile and grout for shower walls.

Meets both the health requirements of a medical institution and the patients.
GRIFform Innovations® **Shower Caddies** made of DuPont™ Corian® offers a beautiful solution that meets the rigorous demands of healthcare.

Attractive appearance with effective, reliable performance.
Use GRIForm Innovations® Laboratory Sinks made of DuPont™ Corian® to enhance the image of your laboratory and create a more pleasant and efficient working environment.

Cleanliness is vitally important in laboratories, so the hygienic qualities and high performance levels of Corian® make it ideal for laboratories.
Using a GRIFform® Innovations® Lavatory Sinks made of DuPont™ Corian® solves both practical and aesthetic challenges of the rigorous demands of the healthcare environment.

Corian® can help you control the spread of disease when properly cleaned.
Years of lasting beauty, durability, and renewability makes GRIFform Innovations® Hand Rails and Wall Guards made of DuPont™ Corian® a practical investment for your healthcare facility.

Durable and solid, Corian® stands up in heavy traffic areas to help minimize repair and maintenance costs.
From cafeteria to conference room GRIFform® Innovations® Tables made of DuPont™ Corian® withstand the rigorous demands of the healthcare environment.

Malleable and warm, Corian® helps designers and architects create ergonomic and staff friendly areas.
Limitless design options with GRIFform Innovations® Donor Boards made of DuPont™ Corian®. Make expressing the message you want to convey virtually effortless.

Highly durable, Corian® is strong enough for rugged use and yet it is easily fabricated into unique fixtures.
Limitless design options with GRIFform Innovations® Way Finding made of DuPont™ Corian® Make expressing the message you want to convey virtually effortless.

Corian® creates warm, inviting environments that meet the tough demands of healthcare.